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Also, CARSON OF VENUS has a satisfactory denouement, allowing you to put the book aside and read no
more of the series--or of Burroughs--if that is your wish. And it is short. The 1973 Ace paperback that I read has
only 188 pages of text.
This was wonderful, in many ways this is perhaps the best entry yet in the Amtor series! Although it builds
slowly, “Carson of Venus” actually rises to a high rarely seen in Burroughs' work outside of the early Barsoom
books.
Bücher (Fremdsprachig) Wählen Sie die Abteilung aus, in der Sie suchen möchten.
Obviously Burroughs' two most famous creations are Tarzan and John Carter of Mars, but for me, I find his
Carson of Venus books to be the most enjoyable of anything he wrote about. Carson is a manly man, but lacks
completely Carter's astonishing ego, and Tarzan's tremendous strength. He is modest
(W) Carey Christopher Paul (A) Cyrus Mesarcia (CA) Cyrus Mesarcia . In the climactic conclusion of Carson
of Venus: The Flames Beyond, Carson Napier must go head to head with his nemesis Varlek Sar, whose army
of ghostly Carson duplicates is locked in a deadly battle with the allied forces Duare has assembled from across
Amtor.
Lesen Sie „Carson of Venus Venus Book 3“ von Edgar Rice Burroughs erhältlich bei Rakuten Kobo. Carson
Napier, first Earthman to reach Venus, had to keep alert every instant of his stay on that world of mist and
myst...
Edgar Rice Burroughs. Carson of Venus. 312 pages plus list of author's works. With six inserted plates
illustrated by John Coleman Burroughs. Publisher's blue cloth with red titles on the spine and front board. To
ask other readers questions about Carson of Venus, please sign up. Be the first to ask
Libros Todos los géneros Búsqueda avanzada Novedades Los más vendidos Libros de texto Inglés Libros en
Portugués Otros idiomas Infantiles y juveniles Libros ...
Burroughs wrote the novel in July and August 1937. It was serialized in 1938 in six weekly installments from
January 8 to February 12 in Argosy, the same publication where the previous two Venus novels appeared.
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